
the louis romanos quartet
Percussionist and composer Louis Romanos brings together 
four distinguished musicians with wide-ranging experience 
and appeal. Separately, the performers are captivating. 
Together, they are incomparable. The result is The Louis 
Romanos Quartet.

In the LRQ’s 2015 album Take Me There,  Mr. Romanos calls 
upon his Lebanese and Italian heritage to interweave Latin 
Middle and Far Eastern influences within an American jazz 
framework.  New Orleans street beat rhythms meet globally 
inspired compositions to create a playful, rhyth mically driven 
vehicle for improvisation. 
 
If jazz at its best demands the fearless pursuit of innovative 
adventure, passionate musicality, and the loving expression of 
beauty, Take Me There delivers.

There is a clear-cut ensemble identity of shared vision and the 
willingness to suppress ego and virtuosity for its own sake to 
deliver Romanos’ compositions. 

Songo promises a fascinating musical excursion. A fractured 
ostinato bass vamp drives the ascending & descending 
pattern of the theme with stunning interplay between 
trumpet and guitar, closing with a marvelous drum solo, so 
visceral and musical that it sounds like an ensemble of hand 
drummers.

Second Song, a gentle, lilting but rhythmically insistent ballad 
features a beautiful flugelhorn solo and a melodious, deeply 
wooded bass solo. 

Serenity evolving into passion is also at play on Darling. The 
winsome theme on flugelhorn is followed by virile bass and 
soulful Grant Green-ish guitar and taken out by Noppe to a 
fervent closing.

LRQ, L-R: Dan Sumner, ULM University of Louisiana at Monroe: music 
educator; Dr. Alex Noppe, Boise State University,  music educator; 
Louis Romanos, Sonamor Music, composer, producer, arranger, 
clinician; Luca Lombardi, University of Georgia, Doctor of Musical 
Arts student and music educator.

The Louis Romanos Quartet is based in Athens Georgia, and tours the U.S.A. in the Southeast and Northwest regions, Hawaii, 
and Europe. The Quartet performed double duty at the 2013 Maui Jazz Festival, performing both as LRQ and backing up Tommy 
James of the Duke Ellington Orchestra. The LRQ also scored and performed live movie syncing for Edison’s Elekrisches Theater at 
Werkstatt für Kunstprojekte in Leipzig, Germany. 

In June 2015, the Quartet served as faculty at the Boise State Jazz Combo Camp where they will again serve in 2016. 

AIRPLAY: The Quartet’s music is currently played in Hawaii, South America, Louisiana, Georgia, and on NPR.

TOUR SPECIFICATIONS: upon request. 

CONTACT: Kellie Sharpe • 404-550-1951 • sonamorbooking@gmail.com / Louis Romanos • 770-289-9009

LINKS: 
The Louis Romanos Quartet: http://louisromanosquartet.com
Media Kit: http://louisromanosquartet.com/media-kit/
Video: Serenity in Dissolution: http://louisromanosquartet.com/videos/serenity-in-dissolution-2/
Video: Witches Brew: https://www.facebook.com/LRQmusic/videos/1002373683155068/?theater
Video: Aina: https://youtu.be/mCa-jtaJYWA
Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/LRQmusic/
Twitter: https://twitter.com/lrqmusic
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